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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Firstly I would like to thank my Heavenly Father and my Saviour
Jesus Christ for their blessings, guidance and direction in my life.
May I take this opportunity to acknowledge my Elders past &
present; the Traditional Owners of Country: the Gimuy Walaburra
Yindinji people; and the Singleton families who are still awaiting
their Native Title determination and also Uncle Roy McIvor as
Patron of UMI Arts.
The latter half of 2016 and the 6 months into 2017 has been both challenging and rewarding to say
the least. The Board has had to make some tough decisions and staff have endured the many
unexpected pitfalls that came our way. We welcomed Peter Lenoy to the role of Executive Officer,
Thelma Savage as Retail & Gallery Officer, Bernie Singleton, Donna Busch and Shannon Brett as
leading Contractors in the Visual Arts area. We said goodbye to Renee Harris as Events
Manager, and then at very short notice contracted William Blanco to bring together the Big Talk
One Fire Festival; whom I might add did a tremendous amount of work in such a short time frame
to make the event happen.
Our leading presence in the arts sector continued to grow and our partnership with CIAF: the
Cairns Indigenous Art Fair again gathered momentum as we tried to meet the expectations of our
funders in delivering programs for our members through the visual arts industry. It is intended that
there will be increased programs in our communities which will result in increased job opportunities
available for our members/our people. I am awaiting feedback from key organisations as to what
we might be able to achieve by establishing satellite venues to support UMI Arts purposes around
the Cairns city limits.
The Board is currently working towards a 6 year Strategic Plan and I envisage we will create
sustainable economic development opportunities and I am also optimistic that we will take the
organisation to a new level as we explore the performing arts, develop the sound & music studio
for recording purposes and establish genuine partnerships that lead to building strong and viable
communities. There is also scope for UMI Arts to extend our boundary further south to Townsville
as well.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY (CONT)
.
We were fortunate to welcome Patty Mills to UMI Arts as he shared his role as the Ambassador for
the Gold Coast Commonwealth Games with is as we also took the opportunity to launch the
Basketball Backboard design by Member Artist Brian Robinson and the painted basketballs by
Member Artists Robert Tommy Pau and Bernie Singleton Jnr.
The Annual General Meeting in October 2018 will be my final year as Chair and I want to make
sure that UMI Arts is placed in the best position prior to my departure. In light of this, we are
looking for committed, experienced and skilled individuals who have time on their hands to come
and join the UMI Arts Board of Directors. If you are a forward thinker, good at discussing topics of
interest and can take on an active role, then you are the person we seek as a decision maker for
the organisation. Please send your Expression of Interest/Resume to me at: lbake1@hotmail.com
Once again I would like to thank our Funding Partners: Arts Queensland, Australia Council and the
Vincent Fairfax Foundation for their generous support to UMI Arts and look forward to continued
success in the future.
Much love and God Bless
Leo B AKee JP (Magistrates Court)
Beizam - Chair

A WORD FROM THE
EXECUTIVE OFFICER
Hi all, my name is Peter Lenoy and I am an old Cairns boy and
this is where I grew up and went to school. My Father’s people
are Kuku Djunkan and on my Mother’s side, we are Jittabel. We
associate ourselves as Yarrabah/Palm Island people as my
Father was born on Yarrabah and my Mother grew up in the
dorms on Palm Island.
I started with UMI Arts in March this year and when I arrived, I
hit the ground running as it was the lead-up time for our busiest
period. Within in the first 2 weeks, we hosted our Exhibition
Ready and Members Exhibitions. We then went straight into
holding another four exhibitions including Simone Arnol’s
“Identity” & Robert Tommy Pau’s “Torres Statesmen” with the
support of the amazing UMI Arts team.
I was saddened to say goodbye to Renee Harris who resigned from her position of Event Manager
and I welcomed William Blanco to the role of Big Talk One Fire Festival 2017 Coordinator. I oversaw
this year's Big Talk One Fire Festival which was very exciting and successful. UMI Arts again hosted
the Cape York Acquisitive Art Award at the Laura Dance Festival and to that, I give a Big Shout Out
to Tracey Ludwick: Laura Dance Festival organiser, Francoise Lane and Andrew Lane: UMI Arts
Contractors who all played integral roles in the biannual event.
Whilst there were some key changes at UMI Arts, it is still business as usual as we continue to roll out
our annual program and suite of Exhibitions, Workshops, CIAF, Darwin Aboriginal Art Fair, Big Talk
One Fire Festival and Markets. I was thrilled and honoured to have us host a visit by Patty Mills, the
Commonwealth Games Ambassador for the presentation of art by Esteemed Member Artists. The art
consisted of designed basketballs by Tommy Pau and Bernard Singleton Jnr and a basketball
backboard design done by Brian Robinson.
I would like to now acknowledge our Board of Directors for their leadership and direction in defining
the future pathway for UMI Arts. It is also important to acknowledge our Funding Partners, our
stakeholders and especially our members. I am excited about further developments at UMI Arts in
times to come.
Peter Lenoy
Executive Officer

THE UMI ARTS PEOPLE STORY
The UMI Arts Board and Management have delivered on a challenging year of programming and
during this time, have increased their attention to ensuring a more sustainable financial future for
UMI Arts, including redesigning specific elements of the business model.
The focus has and is on a clear purpose and actions that will enable UMI Arts leaders to better
shape a more sustainable future for the company as well as their communities. Increasing
investment in artistic excellence and supporting arts and cultural practices that are accessible to all
while embracing change brings many challenges.
The Board of Directors is positive that UMI Arts will continue to grow stronger and that the delivery
of resilient, sustainable and vibrant business will secure the future of the organisation. The
environment in which UMI Arts leads as peak body will no doubt change while the Leadership
continues to adapt while creating high value, high capabilities and delivering business in innovative
ways for members and customers.
UMI Arts also lobby for the strengthening of their role and subsequent partnerships within the
tourism ecosystems within Far North Queensland as it is not only about being a part of an
ecosystem as it is about being a significant player and maintaining strong business relationships that
support ultimately, the members and their communities.
The UMI Arts Leadership have bravely supported changes to the operational business since the
commencement of the new Executive Officer Peter Lenoy and a dedicated small fulltime team
consisting of Lisa Michl: Finance Manager, Deb Avery: Communications and Marketing Manager
and Thelma Savage: Retail have excelled beyond their roles to strengthen member-artist centred
inclusivity and stronger foundations for exciting new social enterprises.
The last 12 months has been time for reinvention as the company revisits its core belief system and
builds new business relationships to support new ways of thinking about what can and cannot be
done. New business model innovations that have occurred over the past twelve months were
necessary in order to secure a stronger position for UMI Arts and this 'new way of doing business'
will continue in partnership with supporters so that together a sustainable future in the arts sector
can be built.

Board and Staff
Leo Akee, Chairman
Noel Zaro OAM, Deputy Chairman
Robert (Tommy) Pau, Director
Priscilla Major, Director
Desmond Tayley, Director
Carly Jia, Director (Board Member until November 2016)

A total of 5 Board Meetings and 4 Strategic Planning meetings were held from 1 July 2016 to 30
June 2017.

Darrell Harris, Executive Officer (until October 2016)
Cathrena McRae, A/Executive Officer November 2016 - March 2017)
Peter Lenoy Executive Officer (commenced March 2017)
Lisa Michl, Finance Manager
Deb Avery, Communications & Marketing Manager
Renee Harris, Event Manager (until August 2017)
Jaiven Bown, AV Technician (until October 2016)
Jemma Kulka, Retail Officer (until October 2016)
Teho Ropeyarn, Curator (until December 2017)

Bernard Singleton, Contractor
Francoise Lane, Contractor
Andrew Lane, Contractor
Shannon Brett, Contractor
Donna Busch, Contractor
Delissa Walker, Contractor
William Blanco, Contractor
Steve Tranby Murgha, Contractor

SUPPORTERS
UMI Arts is grateful for the support of all partners who work with, and beside the organisation and
the agenda delivered on remains successful, despite recent challenges and has remained strong
due to these relationships and collaborations.
UMI Arts appreciates its partners and it is these relationships that contribute greatly to the health
and wellbeing of our membership. Since 2005 UMI Arts members and its supporters have
strengthened cultural practices, knowledge systems and artistic expressions that strengthen the
connection to land, family and culture.
A stronger future is the reality as UMI Arts supporters continue to work with the team to make a
positive difference: opening new doors, identifying new opportunities and increasing investment in
the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander arts and cultural economy of Far North Queensland.

Key Funding Partners
Australia Council for the Arts
and
Arts Queensland

Valued Partners also include:
- Arts Law
- Prime Minister and Cabinet
- Vincent Fairfax Foundation
- Department Aboriginal & Torres Strait
Islander Partnerships
- Cairns Indigenous Art Fair Board
of Directors
- Pullman Cairns International
- Cape York Natural Resource
- Cairns Regional Council

Members
UMI Arts provides service and support

UMI Arts members range from emerging

for more than 800 members, who are all

through to professional and are the heart of

principal stakeholders in the

the organisation. The Artists and Cultural

organisation, especially those members

Practitioners are among the most

who live and work in Cairns as there is

recognised nationally and also

no Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander

internationally.

member-owned and operated Art
Throughout the year Members have worked

Centres in Cairns.

on evolving portfolios of new work and
Cairns has a population of 160,000 people

groundbreaking practices. Contemporary

of whom 10% identify as being of Aboriginal

and traditional Aboriginal and Torres Strait

or Torres Strait Islander descent.

Islander art and cultural development and
delivery across the arts is diverse in many
forms of cultural expression and dynamic in
nature.
UMI Arts are honoured to watch as
members create, design, produce and
deliver on authentic art and are proud that
they are uniquely placed to continue to
contribute to Indigenous arts while
conveying history, experiences and points of
view that are layered with the dynamic
nature of many cultures.

UMI Arts members
total 845
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Partnerships and Community Engagement
The creation of new and stronger partnerships is a priority for UMI Arts who are truly appreciative
for the support of all their partners as they recognise that members need a variety of supports
along their pathways and collaboration is what increases opportunity and enables success to be
achieved and sustained. Common visions, understanding and mutual goals continue to nurture
and grow the partnerships into the future.
UMI Arts are open to and continue to seek and identify new opportunities that will enable
showcasing art and culture to a wider audience including schools, vocational education and
training, universities, governments, other not for profit organisations, disability service providers
and mainstream media outlets.
Building mutually beneficial partnerships with a broad range of sectors important to the new
Executive Officer who is charged with strengthening community engagement to create new arts
experiences, innovative new social enterprises and ultimately a stronger more vibrant cultural
economy.
Gordonvale Primary School students visit June 2017

Key facts
Australian Indigenous Art is the oldest ongoing tradition of art in the world and dates back
more than 50 000 years.
UMI Arts members art ranges across a wide array of mediums from works on paper and canvas to
fibre and body adornment and introduced media such as printmaking, fabric printing, ceramics and
jewellery making complement the traditional arts and craft authentic to Far North Queensland's First
Peoples.
The Australia Council for the Arts’ third ‘National Arts Participation Survey’ reveals just how
deeply the arts permeates its way into Australian culture and our daily lives. 98% of Australians
engage with the arts and there is increased recognition of their positive impact on our ability to develop
new ideas.
98% of Australians in the survey engage with the arts, and there has been a significant increase in the
recognition of our ability to develop new ideas since 2013. Australians believe the arts reflect
Australia’s cultural diversity and they shape and express the Australian identity, and three-in-four
believe the arts are an important way to get a different perspective on a topic or issue.
Source: UMI Arts and Australia Council: https://www.marketingmag.com.au/news-c/98-australiansengage-arts-recognising-positive-impact-ability-develop-ideas/

THE BUSINESS STORY: BUILDING A STRONGER ORGANISATION

THE UMI ARTS VISION
UMI Arts is recognised for strengthening our
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultures
in Far North Queensland and leading a strong
cultural economy.
In early 2017 UMI Arts identified with both Arts QLD and the Australia Council the need for the
development of a new Evaluation Framework. The adoption of a new framework will better optimize
the impact of our projects and will strengthen UMI Arts performance and accountability to both the
members and Funding Partners.
UMI Arts commenced planning for the Evaluation Framework introduction in February 2017 and the
subsequent rollout occurred in June 2017 to evidence at a later date, the building of a stronger
organisation.

Why is this important?
It remains very important to UMI Arts to continue to seek feedback and do 'better business' for our
membership and to increase the effectiveness of reporting to our Funding Partners to evidence the
difference that is being made through their support. During 2016 - 2017 the business achieved their
goals and identified and acted on new opportunities which were a huge challenge having lost
approximately 50% of their permanent staff during this time: and difficult to evidence without a
stronger evaluation framework.
The performance and accountability of UMI Arts are the reputations that allow the business to be
more engaged, to share more about themselves and their art albeit contemporary and fresh or
ancient and layered with history and meaning.
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Art and Artists from Far North Queensland is accruing much
attention and as this attention grows it is expected that UMI Arts Leaders and their partners will be
one step ahead in a vibrant and exciting industry.

THE MONEY STORY
UMI Arts’ financials operate on the MYOB accounting and business system (including MYOB retail
manager for the Retail Shop) and reporting is completed on a fiscal year basis. To ensure we fulfil
requirements for all major funding partners that operate on a business year, UMI Arts’ Business
Plan, Annual Program Plan and supporting budgets are presented on a calendar year basis.
UMI Arts’ daily financial operations are managed by the UMI Arts’ Finance Manager. Over the past
twelve months the organisations financial procedures and operations have been streamlined.
Wedrat Accountants is now engaged to review the accounts on a quarterly basis to provide advice
to the Finance Manager and Directors, if and as required. Earlier in 2016, UMI Arts’ appointed
Jessups Accountants as the new Auditor.
The UMI Arts Retail Shop in Cairns exclusively sells artworks and products on behalf of its
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander members. This year we sold 787 works on consignment which
lead to an increase in commission paid to our member artists. Works in the Retail Shop are sold on
a consignment basis only. UMI Arts has a limited range of its own merchandise for sale in the Shop
and all income from commission on Shop sales and exhibitions contributes to the delivery costs of
UMI Arts programs.
UMI Arts’ core funding is received from a range of Funding bodies including the Ministry for the
Arts (National Jobs Package and Indigenous Visual Arts Infrastructure Strategy), Arts Queensland
(Organisations Fund 2017 - 2020) and Australia Council (Visual Arts Crafts Strategy) National
Indigenous Arts Infrastructure Program. Currently, UMI Arts is reliant on securing one-off funding to
deliver its annual programs. UMI Arts’ Business enterprises services have been steadily building
momentum, and we predict that earned income will grow to form a much larger percentage of the
organisation's financials.
UMI Arts have faced many challenges in providing a program that builds business capacity to
respond in an effective manner which has required an investment not only in money but also in
considerable time and effort. Funding practices and sound financial management is a priority and
the investment UMI Arts have made over the last twelve months strengthening the financial and
other core management systems is an effort which is paying off. Maximising resources and setting
reduced limits on administrative, management and other "overhead" expenses, not directly related
to programming will allow for long-term strategic planning and development or improvement of
program quality.

Building a Learning Organisation
Working in partnership to develop opportunities and subsequent competencies for Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander young people and students are building a UMI Arts learning
organisation. Training is happening in partnership through the hosting of Work Experience
Students and University students on Internships with UMI Arts.
UMI Arts staff are engaging with our future Leaders through shared insights, knowledge and
real-world opportunities. UMI Arts will continue to strengthen this part of the program agenda
and is open to new education and training partnerships in order to increase the quality of life
and opportunity for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people.
UMI Arts gratefully acknowledges the business partnerships it has with the Vocational
Partnership Group Cairns and James Cook University (Cairns Campus).

A Snapshot of work delivered by James Cook UNiversity Interns
and Work Experience Students includes;
Data Entry Project
Arts in Health Research
2016 Members AGM Marketing
New Project Scoping, Research and Grant Wiring for an "Arts Talks'
project

THE GREAT BARRIER REEF, 2016 Melanie Hava. A snapshot of the original art.

25th Anniversary of the Mabo decision
UMI Arts supported and celebrated the 25th anniversary of the historic Mabo decision both in Far
North Queensland and in South Australia. A crowd of over 1000 gathered the Lennon Street Park
Manunda to mark a most significant occasion. This event supported by Board Members and Staff
showcased traditional dances in a major celebration to mark twenty-five years ago when the high
court of Australia overturned the legal decision of terra nullius.
It is with great honour that UMI Arts supported this event as Uncle Koiki's legacy continues and is
remembered and celebrated by the members and their communities. UMI Arts also received a special
invitation from brothers and sisters residing in Adelaide to provide a 'gift' to the people as the South
Australian Government recognised publically for the first time, the importance of the MABO decision.

On behalf of the UMI Arts Board of Directors, members and communities in Far North Queensland
UMI Arts acknowledged and thanked those who stand beside (and with UMI Arts) and who celebrate
in unity on this 25th anniversary:
The Lord Mayor Martin Haese
Minister for Aboriginal Affairs and Reconciliation Hon Kyam Maher
Esteemed Leader Stephen Gadlabarti Goldsmith and;
Nicole Gollan and Team Adelaide City Council
UMI Arts commemorated the joyous occasion and extended love and respect to brothers and sisters
including:
Eddie Peters
Burunah Saul Roy Alick
Kainee Bon
Auntie Dorothy Barlow
Sam Nona

Quoted reference

The below extracts are taken from the UMI Arts presentation on the 25th Anniversary fo the MABO
decision, to the people of Adelaide South Australia.

Today South Australia and Far North Queensland rejoice the 25th Anniversary of the historic Mabo
High Court judgment and reflect on the journey taken.
In 1992 our voices were heard and now South Australia celebrates with us, embracing our kin and
family from Far North Queensland.
Au Esoau (Big Thank You)

From the Eastern Islands in the Torres Strait,
to the Central islands, from the Western to the Northern Islands
and from Bamaga and Seisia in the Northern Peninsula area down to South Australia;
we celebrate and grow stronger together.
Proud and esteemed leaders to educate those beside us and with us
on this journey that began in 1992.
God bless Eddie Mabo, his clan and community
and God Bless you all.

Ingaru
Forever (lasting).

Maintenance, preservation
and protection of cultural
identity
2016 - 2017 Curated Exhibitions
UMI Arts Alumni Artists Exhibition
UMI Arts CIAF Curated Exhibition
UMI Arts Freshwater Saltwater 'Moving
Time'
UMI Arts Freshwater Saltwater 'Existence'
Toured Gab Titui Thursday Island
UMI Arts You and Me Members Exhibition
UMI Arts Exhibition Ready 'Reflecting
Totems' by Steve Tranby Murgha
UMI Arts Exhibition Ready 'Identity' by
Simone Arnol
'Torres Statesmen' by Robert Tommy Pau

Other supported music, visual arts,
film, discussions and social events

2016 - 2017 Festivals & Celebrations
Big Talk One Fire Festival
Madjay (Shield) Project at Kuranda Roots
Festival and Big Talk One Fire Festival
25th Anniversary of the MABO Decision
Celebrations Adelaide South Australia

Performance, markets, public art,
visual art, films and workshops.
Darwin Aboriginal Art Fair
UMI Arts Markets on Esplanade
UMI Arts Christmas Markets at UMI Arts
CIAF Members Markets
CIAF Art Market
Shield Street HeART Public Art Project
Side by Side Workshops
Annual Australian Curators & Collectors Event
Pullman Cairns International Permanent Exhibition

Book Launch with Brenda Pearson and Jabiru
Publishing
Delissa Walker ReDot Gallery Singapore
Exhibition planning for November 2018
Members Nominations for Annual Telstra National
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Art Awards
North Queensland Primary Healthcare Network
Annual Conference
IRONMAN Asia-Pacific Championship Cairns
National Gallery of Victoria's 'Who's afraid of
Colour' Exhibition
SBS NITV Filming
Gimuy Fish Festival
Media Conference on Fake Indigenous Art
Private and Group Tours of UMI Arts Gallery
Exhibitions
Hosting of Gold Coast 2018 Commonwealth
Games Event
Mental Health Week 2017 Event
Asia Pacific Medical Conference
14th National Rural Health Conference
Marketing and Social Media Sessions
Project Planning Meetings
Hosting of Partners visitors to Far North
Queensland e.g. Qantas: Special Guest
Hosting ABC Radio and other media partners
Cox Inall Ridgeway Community Focus Groups

Now in its twelfth year, UMI arts continues to service a strong population and membership base
while continuing to grow a diverse program agenda. The UMI Arts marketing strategy continues to
address and support the needs of members while identifying and providing new opportunities that
will also allow for new product development and experiences for further development and career
progression.

Sharing UMI Arts opportunities and partner information grows the organisation socially while
increasing the cultural economy of the people of Far North Queensland. Expanding and improving
UMI Arts access to information and support and working with existing and new partners
complements our current position for future growth. We are evolving and that's a great
accomplishment to market when in fact the UMI Arts team are quite small and the program agenda
is quite the opposite.

"UMI is a Creole word that means You and Me and for UMI Arts this is
significant as working together keeps culture strong"
Noel Zaro OAM UMI Arts Deputy Chair

A news article discusses current or recent news of either general interest
(i.e. daily newspapers) or of a specific topic (i.e. political or trade news
magazines, club newsletters, or technology news websites).

Big Talk One Fire Festival 2016. Image credit UMI Arts

"loved the cultural celebration I witnessed that held great
significance regarding Australia's First Peoples
culture and way of life." - Janie
Big Talk One Fire Festival July 2016

Speaking up and out

UMI Arts is a signatory to the Australian Indigenous Art Code and the organisation continues
to advocate for legislation to remove the fake art and inauthentic 'Aboriginal-style' art available
throughout Far North Queensland and Australia.
Partnering on the Fake Art Harms Culture campaign and promoting authentic art is critical to
the livelihood and futures of the UMI Members. Collaborating with Arts Law and partners to
change Australian Consumer Law is of the utmost importance to the agenda of UMI Arts.
The brilliance, the skill and the hard work of members is at risk while there is no legislation and
the illegal and misused appropriation of Australian Aboriginal Art, music, images and stories
has gone on for far too long.
UMI Arts are open at all times to partnering with Cairns Business Leaders working particularly
in the Tourism and Retail sectors who would like to be proactive and make a real difference in
this area.

UMI Arts continues to support the valuable work of Arts Law and during 2016 - 2017, the
organisation collaborated on the Fake Art Harms Culture campaign to make a difference
and get action against the many businesses involved in producing, importing and selling
fake goods in Australia.
UMI Arts also through social media, undertook education to inform consumers to engage
with more Australians that will work together to advocate for effective laws to prohibit the
marketing and sale of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander arts and crafts products within
Australia unless it is made by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples.
The abundance of fake or inauthentic ‘Aboriginal-style’ arts and crafts available in
Australian tourism shops causes harm to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people and
their cultures in two major ways. One it violates culture
as it is fake product that misappropriates or exploits and two it destroys income streams as
the fake product denies Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander artists and their communities
legitimate income streams which could be earned from selling authentic arts and craft
works to the many consumers and tourists wanting to connect with Indigenous Australia.

"souvenir stores selling fake Australian
Indigenous art had been an issue for local
artists for many years" UMI Arts chairman
Leo Akee.
UMI Arts recognises the work of and thanks Arts Law and key Leaders and Artists and Cultural
Practitioners who work beside us to support and contribute to our agenda, including:, Henry
Fourmile Traditional Owner, Robert Tommy Pau UMI Arts Board Director, Walter Lui UMI Arts
Member, Sam Bana UMI Arts Member, Cheryl Creed UMI Arts Member and Munganbana
Norman Miller UMI Arts Member.

"I create, I paint and my mind
becomes quiet".
Exhibition Ready Artist 2016

"I AM ABLE TO EXPRESS A
UNIQUE SPIRITUAL RESPONSE
TO COUNTRY THAT HAS A
HARMONY IN CONNECTING
DISPARATE WORLDS".
SENIOR MEMBER ARTIST AND
ESTEEMED LEADER 2016

Working with and beside us,
as together we grow stronger.
UMI Arts engages through various Social media
platforms that allow UMI Arts to connect with
Members and strengthen information sharing and
communications.
Staying connected with the UMI Arts 'family' and
forging new relationships is important and the online
presence is maintained while reacting at all times to
social media methods and trends that best leverage
our online reach.
The UMI Arts Website is a major online asset of the
organisation and remains a key promotional tool for
marketing UMI Arts events and activities. The new
website introduced in December 2016 is now focusing
on the final stage of development which will see the
online UMI Arts shop ' go live' which is exciting and
we deliver on our priority to increase Member Artists
exposure.

As at 30 June 2016
total n online Instagram Followers = 1293

As at 30 June 2016
total n online Facebook Followers = 4902

As at 30 June 2017
total number Instagram Followers - 1630

As at 30 June 2017
total n online Facebook Followers = 4962

A 26.6% increase in Followers

A 1.22% increase in Followers

